BETTER PARTS OF THE SCRUB FOREST        3S1
and our western plains where much better animals can he produced more
cheaply. It is also because the transportation facilities_are poor. There is
no special difficulty about establishing steamship lines in these regions,
or even about building railroads or motor roads. The trouble is that the
volume of products available for exportjs too small, and the. qualit)Ltpo
JB2°£' tojnake it pay to invesLjnoney injm^an^F transportation.
<3F course it is possible to raise some crops during the ^vetjsegson even
in the^sayjarm^ but thf^difficnlrie^are^^eat.   One difficuky is thoLexrx>rt
crops, such as are raised on tropical plantations, cannot be raised here
nearly so well as in the Jungle regions where there is only a short dry
season.   Even if products of good quality cmjldj^niise^
the cost wouldjbe greater than in regions where no irrigation is needed.
Then, too, the rains arc very unreliable in these wet and dry low latitudes.
Nearer the equator there are, of course, years that are unusually dry and
others that are too wet for crops, but crop failures due to these causes are
rare.   Where the dry season is long, however, the danger of complete
failure because of drought becomes far greater.   Moreover, the opposite -
danger also increases.   When the rains do come, they often fall in such
abundance that the soil is washed away and crops are almost drowned.;
When one adds to this the great heat before the rains arrive and the in-1
tensely sticky, muggy weather which prevails during the rainy season, it;'
is not strange that the scrub forests and savannas of Australia and South/
America are very sparsely populated, while those of Africa are largely left
to primitive cattle herders.
Better Parts of the Scrub Forest
Turn once more to Plate II and A225. Examine the density of popu-
latignin the Wet and Dry Low Latitudes^ of Africa and India, in both
places, but especially in India, the population is less dense than in neigh-
boring regions where Wet Tropical Agriculture prevails, but more dense
than in the Australian and South American Wet and Dry Low Latitudes.
In Africa this is largely due to the fact that the southern half of the
cdBflronTirTii^ This makes the, climate cooler and thus diminishes
the severity orthc dry season. It also gives rise to many mountains and
slopes on which there is sufficient rainfall so that the Hry spa^ri is by no
means so severe as in corresponding latitudes on the lowlands north of
tEe^qnatOfTor in the other southern continents.
In India a similar condition prevails, but other factors help to increase
the^Hensity of population. On a relief map note that the whole area where
scrub forests and savannas prevail from well down in the south to
Rajputana in the north is ^comparatiyclyhigh. In the Deccarjt Plateau
the altitude is great enough to lower the temperature appreciably. A more

